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1. Welcome to GRAITEC PowerPack for Inventor 2023.1 

GRAITEC is very pleased to present the latest version of Advance PowerPack for Inventor 2023.1, 
part of the Graitec Advance Suite. 

1.1 Compliancy with Autodesk Inventor 2023 and 2022 

Advance PowerPack for Inventor 2023.1 is compliant with Autodesk Inventor 2022 and 2023 versions. 
This means that version 2023.1 of the PowerPack for Inventor can be installed on both versions of the 
platform. 
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2. Installation 

Regarding the installation of the PowerPack version 2023.1, please see the following guidance 

Updating to 2023.1: 

1. If version 2023 is installed and the user wants to directly make the update to 2023.1:  
A. Open Advance Setup 2023.1 of PowerPack for Inventor – the setup will automatically 

identify the installed software and all you must do is press ‘Install’ for the update to 
take place. 

 

 
Install dialog 
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3. Novelties – General 

In the new version of PowerPack for Inventor, we focused and continued to work on subjects that will 
allow better organization and will aid productivity. For this, we bring a couple of tools focused on the 
iProperties of the model, such as Add Custom Properties, and Remove Unused Custom Properties.  

3.1 Add Custom Properties 

The function, located in the Assembly and Drawing environment, under the PowerPack section, will 
allow the user to add custom properties to all subcomponents. 

The custom properties can be defined in a sub-interface before selection or can be defined by the user 
at the top assembly level and then get pushed to all the sub-assemblies. 

Depending on the environment, the command might behave differently. More details are provided 
further on. 

Main features & Benefits: 

• Possibility to easily define custom properties to all subcomponents  
• Import/Export custom properties for further usage 

The Add Custom iProperties command is available under a new ribbon tab, Properties. 

 
Ribbon-Add custom iProperties 

Assembly environment  

If the function is used within an assembly file, a dialogue box will be displayed to allow the user to define 
new custom iProperties based on standard Inventor property types and assign values to them.  

 
Custom Properties Dialog 
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As standard Inventor property types, we have the following: Text, Date, Number, and Yes or No. These 
properties are available in the Type combo box: 

 
Property Types 

As we can see in the main dialog, we have several options: 

Import: Using the import option, predefined data can be brought to the assembly via XML files. 

Export: Once the properties are defined, the user can use the export button to export the defined data 
and save it as an XML file for future use. 

Apply for current document only – option to choose on which documents to add properties. 

• When the option is checked, all subcomponents will not be loaded, and all the properties 
will be applied to current document.   

• When the option is not checked, the properties will be added to all subcomponents and 
current documents. 

 
Import & Export options 

To add new custom properties just select from the drop-down menu what you need as a parameter, 
give it a name and a value, and click on Add.  

If needed, with the Delete option, the properties can easily be removed from the list. Just select the 
parameter and click on Delete. 
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Adding properties                                                   Deleting properties 

 

NOTE: There is a Delete all button, this will remove all the custom properties. 

If by mistake one property was defined with the wrong parameters, the Modify option allows the 
modification of the selected property after the parameters are changes. 

NOTE: The Modify option is available only on already defined parameters.  

To access the modify button the user can select a defined property from the main list table, then 
selecting back in the top field of either Name, Type, Value etc., will then activate the modify button, 
allowing the user to change the existing property. 

This is shown in the images below:  
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Modify properties                                                            Result of modify 

Once the user is done with defining the custom iProperties, by pressing the “Apply” button a progress 
bar will be displayed and once the subcomponents are ready a new dialog will pop-up, where the user 
needs to define for which subcomponents, he wants to add the iProperties. 

 
Loading subcomponents 

After applying the properties, a new dialog appears, within this dialog there are several areas: 

- Filters area: the user can filter the files by document type, assembly, or part, or by name, using 
the search field and option for case sensitive characters.  

- Selection Check Box area: the checkbox available in front of every listed document. 
o Selecting the top checkbox will check all the components listed. 
o Unchecking this same box will clear all check marks. 
o User can check separate components as required. 

- Subcomponents area: the image and the name of the subcomponents.  
- Status area: Allows the user to know the status of the iProperties: 

o Green Check Tick - iProperty assigned with success. 
o Red X - iProperty do exist with the unmatched defined values in the selected files.  
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o Yellow Triangle - “iProperties” cannot be assigned to Content enter library documents. 

 

 
Dialog description 

The selection of the subcomponents can be done using the checkbox available (left side of the main 
dialog). Once selected, by clicking the Apply button, the iProperties will be defined for all the 
subcomponents. This will be confirmed by the Green Check Tick Symbol for each subcomponent. 

 
Applying Properties 
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When the assembly or subcomponents of it have already similar iProperties, and there is the intention 
to add the same properties, a warning popup message will appear asking the user if he wants or not to 
overwrite the current iProperties. 

 

 
Overwriting iProperties 

3.2 Remove unused Custom Properties 

The Remove Custom iProperties command scope is to help the user clean a part or an assembly he 
might want to reuse in another project, where he will need different custom iProperties. 

The command is designed to search all unused custom iProperties, delete them and show a final 
confirmation report of how many were detected and deleted successfully. 
Also, the command can be used within an assembly, part, drawing or presentation file. 

The Remove Custom iProperties command is available under a new ribbon tab, Properties. 

 
Ribbon- Remove Custom iProperties 

When the command is called, in a model which has some iProperties already defined, the following 
window is displayed: 
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Remove iProperties Dialog 

 
In the dialog are displayed the iProperties available on the current model.  

The process to delete the iProperties is first to mark them using the Mark option to mark one by one 
the properties or Mark All to mark all properties in one click. 

After making the properties we want to delete, click Apply to start the removing process. 
The subcomponents will be loaded: 

 
Loading Subcomponents - under Remove iProperties 

The next step is to choose for which subcomponents we want to remove the properties. 
In the new dialog, we have several areas: 

- Filters area: the user can filter the files by document type, assembly, or part, or by name.  
- Selection area: the checkbox available in front of every listed document. 
- Subcomponents area: the image and the name of the subcomponents. 
- Status area: allows the user to know the status of the iProperties: 

o Green Checkbox - iProperty assigned with success. 
o Red X - iProperty do exist with the unmatched defined values in the selected files.  
o Yellow Triangle - “iProperties” cannot be assigned to Content enter library documents. 
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Remove Second dialog for component selection and status 

The same as Adding the iProperties command, using the check box, the user can select all components 
or one by one.  

The process to remove can be done just for the assembly, or just for parts, or for both. 

 
Remove Second dialog- Assembly level component only 

After selecting the component, press Apply and wait to get the Status updated. 
 

 
Remove iProperties-Status updated 
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The Import and Export options are also available.  

 
Remove iProperties-Import – Export options 

 
The Export option scope is to save in XML file all the properties listed in the dialog. Also, the marked 
properties will be saved with the mark in this XML file. 

The Import option is to quickly bring a list of properties the user might what to remove from the 
components. 

3.3 iDogBone  
 
What is a Dogbone?  

Dogbones are typically used as a workaround to a problem that’s the result of cutting material using a 
mill or router.  Because you’re cutting something using a spinning cutter, the resulting cut always has 
round internal corners. 

Because of the rounded corners, the yellow part no longer fits into the green part because of the 
interference highlighted as red in the picture below, on the right. 

 

iDogbone- corner clearance 

There are two ways to solve this problem.  

One is to manually remove the rounded corner, typically with a chisel.  However, if you’re using CNC to 
automate the cutting of an object, you probably don’t want to have to perform a lot of additional 
manual work to finish the part.  
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The other option is to remove more material in the CNC process to clear out the corner.  The extra 
machining performed to remove this material is commonly referred to as a “dogbone” because in some 
cases it can resemble the shape of a bone you would feed to a dog.   

The Dogbones add-in supports the creation of several shapes of dogbones, which are described 
below. 

Overall Workflow 

This command mainly works in part environment. In a part document or activated part in an assembly 
(edit part in-place), run the command from Graitec ribbon under Modify section. 

 
Ribbon iDogbone -command button 

 

 
iDogbone dialog 

Select the solution  

• Minimum Gap 

As shown below, in this method the removed material is minimized to reduce the opening 
because of extra machining. The center of rounds at each corner is moved inward along the bi-
sector direction of the corner (ex. 45 Degree for all the square corners) 

 
iDogbone-solution-minimum gap 
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• Standard 

As shown below, in this method the center of removed rounds are positioned on the corners 
directly which would allow for more material to be removed compared “Minimum Gap” method. 

 
iDogbone-solution-Standard 

• Long side 

As shown below, in this method, the removed rounds at each corner are tangent to the shorter 
legs of the corner, in other words, the center of the rounds are positioned on the longer leg of 
each corner. 

 
iDogbone-Solution-Long Side 

• Short Side 
 
As shown below, in this method, the removed rounds at each corner are tangent to the longer 
legs of the corner, in other words, the center of the rounds are positioned on the shorter leg of 
each corner. 

 

iDogbone-Solution-Short Side 
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• Circular Clockwise 
 
As shown below, in this method, the removed rounds at each corner are tangent to one of the 
corner legs in a clockwise fashion. 

 
iDogbone-Solution-Clockwise 

• Circular Counterclockwise 
 
As shown below, in this method, the removed rounds at each corner are tangent to one of the 
corner legs in a counterclockwise fashion. 

 
iDogbone-Solution-Counterclockwise 

 
Select the Profile, Inner or Outer or Both for this operation 

 
iDogbone-Profile Selection 
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• Outer Profile 
 
Below is an example of “outer Profile”, this includes all the cut-outs where a tab or block with 
square corners must fit in after machining. 

 
iDogbone-Profile-outer example 

 
• Inner Profile 

 
Below is an example of “Inner Profile”, this includes all the inner pockets or slots where a tab 
with square corners must fit in after machining. 

 

iDogbone-Profile-Inner example 

• Both 
 
This includes both Inner and Outer profile for the placement of the rounds at the corners. The 
command will automatically detect the inner corners on each profile and skip the corners where 
ideally, we do not need material removal. 

 
Tool Diameter: 
 
Next step is to enter the corresponding Tool Diameter, it is recommended to include a proper 
offset value to reflect the wear and tear of the cutting tool for perfect result. 
 

 

iDogbone-Tool diameter 
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Angle Range Selection 
 
This section allows the user to select the range angel detection for the corners, this could be a 
corner with minimum of 75 degree up to a maximum of 115 degree. 
 

 

iDogbone-angle range 

 

Angle range example 1 

 
Angle range example 2 

Press Apply button and then select a face, the command will remove the material based on the settings 
above. If there is no spot detected it will warn you with the following message. 

 
Warning message no profile 
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3.4 Videos 

Under the Graitec tab of the PowerPack for Inventor ribbon, a new command has been added, VIDEOS. 

This helps to access useful videos about the functionalities available in the PowerPack for Inventor, 
directly on the dedicated YouTube channel. 
 

 
Ribbon-Graitec License video access 

 
Videos command 

By clicking the Videos command, the default browser of the computer will open the page of one of our 
YouTube channels directly to the playlist for PowerPack for Inventor.  

Currently there are 12 videos available but check it and subscribe as we will upload more and more 
videos! 

 
Sample videos page 

 


